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ABSTRACT. A number of results obtained by the authors on direct and inverse
problemsforcanonicalsystemsofdifferentialequations, andtheirimplications
for certain classes of systems of Schr¨ odinger equations and systems with po-
tential are surveyed. Connections with the theory of J-inner matrix valued
and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, which play a basic role in the original
developments, are discussed.
1. Introduction
In this paper we shall present a brief survey of a number of results on direct
and inverse problems for canonical integral and differential systems that have
been obtained by the authors over the past several years. We shall not attempt
to survey the literature, which is vast, or to compare the methods surveyed here
with other approaches. The references in [Arov and Dym 2004; 2005b; 2005c]
(the last of which is a survey article) may serve at least as a starting point for
those who wish to explore the literature.
The differential systems under consideration are of the form
y0.t;/ D iy.t;/H.t/J; 0 6 t < d ; (1.1)
where H.t/ is an mm locally summable mvf (matrix valued function) that is
positive semideﬁnite a.e. on the interval Œ0;d/, J is an mm signature matrix,
i.e., J D J and JJ D Im, and y.t;/ is a k m mvf.
The matrizant or fundamental solution, Yt./DY.t;/, of (1.1) is the unique
locally absolutely continuous mm solution of (1.1) that meets the initial con-
dition Y0./ D Im, i.e.,
Yt./ D Im Ci
Z t
0
Ys./H.s/ds J for 0  t < d : (1.2)
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Standard estimates yield the following properties:
(1) Yt./ is an entire mvf that is of exponential type in the variable  for each
ﬁxed t 2 Œ0;d/.
(2) The identity
J  Yt./JYt.!/
 2i. !/
D
1
2
Z t
0
Ys./H.s/Ys.!/ds (1.3)
holds for each t 2 Œ0;d/ and for every pair of points ;! 2 C.
(3) Yt./ is J-inner (in the variable ) in the open upper half plane CC Df2
C W C > 0g for each ﬁxed t 2 Œ0;d/. This means that
J  Yt.!/JYt.!/  0 for ! 2 CC ;
with equality if ! 2 R.
(4) J  Yt.!/JYt.!/ D 0 for ! 2 C.
(5) The kernel
Kt
!./ D
J  Yt./JYt.!/
 2i. !/
is positive in the sense that
n X
i;jD1
u
i Kt
!j.!i/uj > 0
for every choice of the points !1;:::;!n, vectors u1;:::;un and every pos-
itive integer n.
(6) Y  1
t1 Yt2 is also an entire J-inner mvf for 0  t1  t2 < d.
Every mm signature matrix J ¤ ˙Im is unitarily equivalent to the matrix
jpq D

Ip 0
0  Iq

; p Cq D m;
with
p D rank.Im CJ/  1 and q D rank.Im  J/  1:
The main examples of signature matrices, apart from ˙jpq, are ˙jp, ˙Jp and
˙Jp, where
Jp D

0  Ip
 Ip 0

; jp D

Ip 0
0  Ip

; Jp D

0  iIp
iIp 0

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In the last three examples q D p (so that 2p D m). The signature matrices Jp
and jp are connected by the signature matrix
V D
1
p
2

 Ip Ip
Ip Ip

; i.e., VJpV D jp and VjpV D Jp :
There is a natural link between each of the three principal signature matrices
and each of the following three classes of mvf’s that are holomorphic in CC,
the open upper half plane:
(1) The Schur class Spq of pq mvf’s "./ that are holomorphic in CC and
satisfy the constraint Iq  "./"./  0, since
Iq  "./"./  0 ” Œ"./ Iq jpq

"./
Iq

 0: (1.4)
(2) The Carath´ eodory class Cpp of pp mvf’s ./ that are holomorphic in
CC and satisfy the constraint ./C./  0, since
./C./  0 ” Œ./ Ip Jp

./
Ip

 0: (1.5)
(3) The Nevanlinna class Rpp of p  p mvf’s ./ that are holomorphic in
CC and satisfy the constraint ../ .//=i  0, since
../ .//=i  0 ” Œ./ Ip Jp

./
Ip

 0; (1.6)
A general mm mvf U./ is said to be J-inner with respect to the open upper
half plane CC if it is meromorphic in CC and if
(1) J  U./JU./  0 for every point  2 hC
U and
(2) J  U./JU./ D 0 a.e. on R,
in which hC
U denotes the set of points in CC at which U is holomorphic. This
deﬁnition is meaningful because every mvf U./ that is meromorphic in CC and
satisﬁes the ﬁrst constraint automatically has nontangential boundary values.
The second condition guarantees that det U./ 6 0 in hC
U and hence permits a
pseudo-continuation of U./ to the open lower half plane C  by the symmetry
principle
U./ D JfU #./g 1J for  2 C  ;
where f #./ D f./.
The symbol U.J/ will denote the class of J-inner mvf’s considered on the set
hU of points of holomorphy of U./ in the full complex plane C and E\U.J/
will denote the class of entire J-inner mvf’s.
If U 2 U.Im/, then U 2 Smm and U./ is said to be an mm inner mvf.
The set of mm inner mvf’s will be denoted Smm
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mvf’s in Smm will be denoted Smm
out . (It is perhaps useful to recall that if
s 2Smm, then s 2Smm
out if and only if det s 2S11
out , and that if s 2S11, then
s 2 S11
out ” ln js.i/j D
1

Z 1
 1
lnjs./j
1C2 d:/
If A 2 U.Jp/, there exists a pair of p p inner mvf’s b3./ and b4./ that are
uniquely characterized in terms of the blocks of B./ D A./V and the set
N
pp
out D
ng
h
W g 2 S
pp
out and h 2 S11
out
o
by the constraints
b#
21b3 2 N
pp
out and b4b22 2 N
pp
out ;
up to a constant p  p unitary multiplier on the left of b3./ and a constant
pp unitary multiplier on the right of b4./. Such a pair will be referred to as
an associated pair of the second kind for A./ and denoted
fb3;b4g 2 apII.A/:
(There is also a set of associated pairs fb1;b2g of the ﬁrst kind that is more
convenient to use in some other classes of problems that will not be discussed
here.) The pairs fbt
3;bt
4g 2 apII.At/ that are associated with the matrizant
At./, 0t <d, of a canonical system of the form (1.1) with J DJp are entire
p p inner mvf’s that are monotonic in the sense that
.b
t1
3 / 1b
t2
3 and b
t2
4 .b
t1
4 / 1
are p p entire inner mvf’s for 0  t1  t2 < d. Moreover, they are uniquely
speciﬁed by imposing the normalization conditions bt
3.0/ D bt
4.0/ D Ip for
0  t < d.
2. Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
If U 2 U.J/ and
!./ D  2i. !/;
then the kernel
KU
! . D
J  U./JU.!/
!./
is positive on hU hU in the sense that
Pn
i;jD1 u
i KU
!j.!i/uj  0 for every set
of vectors u1;:::;un 2 Cm and points !1;:::;!n 2 hU; see [Dym 1989], for
example. Therefore, by the matrix version of a theorem of Aronszajn [1950],
there is an associated RKHS (reproducing kernel Hilbert space) H.U/ of m1
mvf’s deﬁned and holomorphic in hU with RK (reproducing kernel) KU
! ./.
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(1) K!u 2 H.U/ and
(2) hf;K!uiH.U/ D uf.!/.
Thus, item (5) in the list of properties of the matrizant implies that there is a
RKHS H.Yt/ of entire m1 mvf’s with RK Kt
!./ for each t 2 Œ0;d/, i.e., for
each choice of ! 2 C, u 2 Cm and f 2 H.Yt/,
(a) Kt
!u 2 H.Yt/ and
(b) hf;Kt
!uiH.Yt/ D uf.!/.
Moreover, property (6) of the matrizant Yt implies that if 0  t1  t2 < d, then
H.Yt1/  H.Yt2/ as sets and
kf kH.Yt2/ 6 kf kH.Yt1/
for every f 2 H.Ut1/.
In this short review we shall restrict attention to canonical systems with sig-
nature matrices J DJp and shall denote the matrizant of such a system by At./
and the corresponding RK by K
At
! ./. Thus,
KAt
! ./ D
Jp  At./JpAt.!/
!./
:
Let
N 
2 D
p
2Œ0 Ip  ; Bt./ D At./V
and
Et./ D N 
2 Bt./ D ŒE .t;/ EC.t;/
with p p components E˙.t;/. Then, since
N 
2 KAt
! ./N2 D  
Et./jpEt.!/
!./
;
the kernel
KEt
! ./ D  
Et./jpEt.!/
!./
D
EC.t;/EC.t;!/  E .t;/E .t;!/
!./
is also positive and deﬁnes a RKHS of entire p  1 entire mvf’s that we shall
denote B.Et/. These spaces will be called de Branges spaces, since they were
introduced and extensively studied by L. de Branges; see e.g., [de Branges
1968b; 1968a] and, for additional applications and expository material, [Dym
andMcKean1976; Dym1970; DymandIacob1984]. Theycanbecharacterized
in terms of the blocks E˙.t;/ by the following criteria:
f 2 B.Et/ ” .Et
C/ 1f 2 H
p
2 and .Et
 / 1f 2 K
p
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where H
p
2 denotes the vector Hardy space of order 2 and K
p
2 denotes its or-
thogonal complement with respect to the standard inner product
hg;hist D
Z 1
 1
h./g./d (2.1)
in L
p
2.R/. Moreover, if f 2 B.Et/, then
kf k2
B.Et/ D h.Et
C/ 1f;.Et
C/ 1f ist :
It turns out that with each matrizant At./, there is a unique associated pair
bt
3./ and bt
4./ of pp entire inner mvf’s that meet the normalization condi-
tions bt
3.0/ D Ip and bt
4.0/ D Ip and corresponding sets of RKHS’s H.bt
3/ and
H.bt
4/ with RK’s
k
bt
3
! ./ D
Ip  bt
3./bt
3.!/
!./
and `
bt
4
! ./ D
bt
4./bt
4.!/  Ip
!./
;
respectively.
3. Linear fractional transformations
The linear fractional transformation TU based on the four block decomposi-
tion
U./ D

u11./ u12./
u12./ u22./

;
of an mm mvf U./ that is meromorphic in CC with diagonal blocks u11./
of size p p and u22./ of size q q is deﬁned on the set
D.TU/ D fp q meromorphic mvf’s "./ in CC
such that detfu21./"./Cu22./g 6 0 in CCg
by the formula
TUŒ" D .u11"Cu12/.u21"Cu22/ 1:
If U1;U2 2 U.J/ and if " 2 D.TU2/ and TU2Œ" 2 D.TU1/ then
TU1U2Œ" D TU1ŒTU2Œ":
The notation
TUŒE D fTUŒ" W " 2 Eg for E  D.TU/
will be useful.
The principal facts are that
(1) U 2 U.jpq/ ÷ Spq  DTU and TUŒSpq  Spq.
(2) U 2 U.Jp/ ÷ TUŒCpp \DTU  Cpp.BITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 7
Moreover, if
B./ D A./V;
then
TAŒCpp \D.TA/  TBŒSpp \D.TB/  Cpp ;
where the ﬁrst inclusion may be proper. The set
C.A/ D TBŒSpp \D.TB/:
is more useful than the set TAŒCpp \D.TA/.
We remark that
Spp  D.TB/ ” b22.!/b22.!/ > b21.!/b21.!/ (3.1)
for some (and hence every) point ! 2 hC
A; see Theorem 2.7 in [Arov and Dym
2003a].
4. Restrictions and consequences
In addition to ﬁxing the signature matrix J D Jp in the canonical system
(1.1), we shall assume that H.At/Lm
2 for every t 2Œ0;d/, i.e., (in our current
terminology) At belongs to the class UrsR.Jp/ of right strongly regular J-inner
mvf’s. (In our earlier papers the set UrsR.Jp/ was designated UsR.Jp/.) One
of the important consequences of this assumption rests on the fact that
H.At/  Lm
2 ” C.At/\ ˚ Cpp ¤ ?; (4.1)
where
˚ Cpp D fc 2 Cpp W c 2 H
pp
1 and Rc./  ıcIp a.e. on Rg (4.2)
and ıc > 0. Other characterizations of the class UrsR.J/ in terms of the Treil–
Volberg matrix version of the Muckenhoupt .A/2 condition presented in [Treil
and Volberg 1997] are furnished in [Arov and Dym 2001] and [Arov and Dym
2003b].
If At 2UrsR.Jp/ for every t 2Œ0;d/, the following conclusions are in force:
(1) The unique normalized monotonic chain of p p entire inner mvf’s
fbt
3;bt
4g 2 apII.At/
consists of continuous functions of t on the interval 0  t < d for each ﬁxed
point  2 C.
(2) The RKHS H.At1/ is isometrically included in the RKHS H.At2/ for 0 
t1  t2 < d.8 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
(3) The de Branges spaces B.Et/ based on the de Branges matrix
Et./ D
p
2Œ0 Ip At./V; for 0  t < d
are nested by isometric inclusion, i.e., B.Et1/ is isometrically included in
B.Et2/ for 0  t1  t2 < d.
(4) B.Et/ D H.bt
3/˚H.bt
4/ as Hilbert spaces with equivalent norms.
(5) The mapping N 
2 W f 2 H.At/  N 
2 f 2 B.Et/ is unitary for every
t 2 Œ0;d/.
(6) If Spp  D.TBt0/ for some t0 2 Œ0;d/, then:
(a) Spp  D.TBt/ for every t 2 Œt0;d/.
(b) C.At2/  C.At1/ for t0  t1  t2 < d.
(c)
T
t0t<d C.At/ ¤ ?.
(d) fc.!/ W ! 2 CC and c 2
T
t0t<d C.At/g is a (Weyl–Titchmarsh)
matrix ball with left and right semiradii R`.!/ and Rr.!/ with
rankR`.!/ D rankflim
t"1
bt
3.!/bt
3.!/g (4.3)
and
rankRr.!/ D rankflim
t"1
bt
4.!/bt
4.!/g: (4.4)
Moreover, these ranks are independent of the choice of the point ! 2 CC.
An mvf c./ that belongs to the set
Cimp.H/ D
\
t0t<d
C.At/
is called an input impedance (or Weyl function) of the system (1.1). If H 2
Lmm
1 , then, without loss of generality, it may be assumed that d < 1. In this
case, Ad./ is the monodromy matrix of the system (1.1), Cimp.H/ D C.Ad/
and the semiradii R`.!/ and Rr.!/ are both positive deﬁnite.
5. Inverse problems for canonical systems
Inverse problems for the canonical system (1.1) aim to recover H.t/, given
some information about the solution of the system. In this direction it is conve-
nient to ﬁrst consider inverse problems for the canonical integral system
y.t;/ D y.0;/Ci
Z t
0
y.s;/dM.s/Jp for 0  t < d ; (5.1)BITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 9
in which the mass function M.t/, 0t <d is a continuous nondecreasing mm
mvf on the interval Œ0;d/ with M.0/ D 0. Then the matrizant At./ D A.t;/
of this system is a continuous solution of the equation
At./ D Im Ci
Z t
0
As./dM.s/Jp for 0  t < d (5.2)
and consequently,
@At
@
./
ˇ ˇ
ˇ
D0
D lim
!0
At./ Im

D iM.t/Jp : (5.3)
Thus, M.t/, 0  t < d, can be recovered from the matrizant At./, 0  t < d.
The main tool is the following result, which, for a given triple b3 2 S
pp
in ,
b4 2 S
pp
in and c 2 Cpp, is formulated in terms of the sets
C.b3;b4Ic/ D fe c 2 Cpp W b 1
3 .e c  c/b 1
4 2 N
pp
C g
and
N
pp
C D
ng
h
W g 2 Spp and h 2 S11
out
o
:
The set C.b3;b4Ic/ was identiﬁed as the set of solutions of a generalized Cara-
th´ eodory interpolation problem that is formulated in terms of the three given
mvf’s b3, b4 and c in [Arov 1993] and connections with the class U.Jp/ were
studied there. These results were developed further in [Arov and Dym 1998]
in the case that b3./ and b4./ are also entire mvf’s. In that special case, the
interpolation problem is equivalent to a bitangential Krein extension problem in
a class of helical mvf’s. Krein understood the deep connections between such
extension problems and inverse problems for canonical systems. Theorem 5.2,
below, illustrates the Krein strategy of identifying the solution of an inverse
problem with an appropriately deﬁned chain of extension problems; see [Arov
and Dym 2005b] for more details.
THEOREM 5.1. Let b3./, b4./ be a pair of entire p p inner mvf’s and let
c 2 Cpp. Then there exists at most one mvf A 2 E\U.Jp/ such that
(1) C.A/ D C.b3;b4Ic/.
(2) fb3;b4g 2 apII.A/.
(3) A.0/ D Im.
Moreover, if
C.b3;b4Ic/\ ˚ Cpp ¤ ?;
there exists exactly one mvf A 2 E\U.Jp/ for which these three conditions are
met and it is automatically right strongly regular.10 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
Correspondingly, in our formulation of the inverse impedance problem (inverse
spectral problem) for the canonical integral system (5.1) we shall specify a con-
tinuous monotonic normalized chain of entire inner p  p entire inner mvf’s
fbt
3./;bt
4./g, in addition to an mvf c 2 Cpp (or a spectral function ./).
Spectral functions and the inverse spectral problem are introduced in Section 9.
THEOREM 5.2. Let fbt
3./;bt
4./g;0  t < d, be a normalized monotonic
continuous chain of pairs of entire inner p  p mvf’s and let c 2 Cpp. Then
there exists at most one Hamiltonian H.t/, 0  t < d, such that the matrizant
At./ of the corresponding canonical system meets the following conditions for
every t 2 Œ0;d/:
(1) C.At/ D C.bt
3;bt
4Ic/.
(2) fbt
3;bt
4g 2 apII.At/.
(3) At.0/ D Im.
There exists exactly one continuous nondecreasing mvf M.t/ on the interval
Œ0;d/ with M.0/ D 0 such that the matrizant At of the integral system (5.1)
meets these conditions if
C.bt
3;bt
4Ic/\ ˚ Cpp ¤ ? for every t 2 Œ0;d/ : (5.4)
PROOF. See Theorem 7.9 in [Arov and Dym 2003a]. ˜
6. Description of the RKHS’s H.A/ and B.E/ for A 2 UrsR.Jp/
THEOREM 6.1. If A 2 UrsR.Jp/, fb3./;b4./g 2 apII.A/ and c 2 C.A/ \
H
pp
1 , then
H.A/ D

 ˘Ccg C˘ ch
g Ch

W g 2 H.b3/ and h 2 H.b4/

;
where ˘C denotes the orthogonal projection of L
p
2 onto the Hardy space H
p
2 ,
˘  D I  ˘C denotes the orthogonal projection of L
p
2 onto K
p
2 D L
p
2  H
p
2 ,
H.b3/ D H
p
2  b3H
p
2 and H.b4/ D K
p
2  b
4K
p
2 :
Moreover,
f D

 ˘CcgC˘ ch
gCh

÷ hf;f iH.A/ D h.c Cc/.gCh/;g Chist ;
where g 2 H.b3/, h 2 H.b4/ and h;ist denotes the standard inner product
(2.1) in L
p
2.
PROOF. See Theorem 3.8 in [Arov and Dym 2005a]. ˜BITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 11
THEOREM 6.2. If A 2 UrsR.Jp/, fb3;b4g 2 apII.A/ and E./ D N 
2 B./,
then
hf;f iH.A/ D 2kŒ0 Ipf k2
B.E/
for every f 2 H.A/ and
B.E/ D H.b3/˚H.b4/ as Hilbert spaces with equivalent norms:
PROOF. See Theorem 3.8 in [Arov and Dym 2005a]. ˜
REMARK 6.3. If B.E/ D H.b3/˚H.b4/ as linear spaces, the two norms in
these spaces are equivalent, i.e., there exist a pair of positive constants 1;2
such that
1kf kst  kf kB.E/  2kf kst
for every f 2 B.E/. This follows from the closed graph theorem and the fact
that B.E/ and H.b3/˚H.b4/ are both RKHS’s.
7. A basic conclusion
In order to apply Theorem 5.2, we need to know when condition (5.4) is in
force. In particular, the condition (5.4) is satisﬁed if c 2 ˚ Cpp. However, if the
given matrix c 2 Cpp \W
pp
C ./, i.e., if c./ admits a representation of the
form
c./ D c C
Z 1
0
eithc.t/dt with c 2 Cpp and hc 2 L
pp
1 .Œ0;1//;
(7.1)
then condition (5.4) will be in force if c C
c > 0, even if detRc./ D 0 at
some points  2 R; see Theorem 5.2 in [Arov and Dym 2005a]. Moreover, if
either
lim
"1
b
t0
3 .i/ D 0 or lim
"1
b
t0
4 .i/ D 0
for some point t0 2 Œ0;d/, the condition  C > 0 is necessary for (5.4) to be
in force and hence for the existence of a canonical system (1.1) with a matrizant
At./, 0  t < d, that meets the conditions (1) (2) and (3) in Theorem 5.2; see
Theorem 5.4 in [Arov and Dym 2005a].
REMARK 7.1. The method of solution depends upon the interplay between the
RKHS’s that play a role in the parametrization formulas presented in Theorem
6.1 and their corresponding RK’s. This method also yields the formulas for
M.t/ and the corresponding matrizant At./ that are discussed in the next
section. It differs from the known methods of Gelfand–Levitan, Marchenko
and Krein, which are not directly applicable to the bitangential problems under
consideration.12 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
8. An algorithm for solving the inverse impedance problem
In this section we shall assume that an mvf c 2 Cpp and a normalized
monotonic continuous chain of pairs fbt
3./;bt
4./g, 0  t < d, of entire inner
pp mvf’s that meet the condition (5.4) have been speciﬁed. Then there exists
an mvf
ct 2 C.bt
3;bt
4Ic/\H
pp
1 (8.1)
for every t 2 Œ0;d/ and hence, the operators
˚t
11D˘H.bt
3/Mct
ˇ ˇ
ˇ
H
p
2
; ˚t
22D˘ Mct
ˇ ˇ
ˇ
H.bt
4/
; ˚t
12D˘H.bt
3/Mct
ˇ ˇ
ˇ
H.bt
4/
;
(8.2)
Y t
1 D ˘H.bt
3/
˚
Mct C.Mct/ ˇ
ˇ
H.bt
3/ D 2R
 
˚t
11
ˇ
ˇ
H.bt
3/

(8.3)
and
Y t
2 D ˘H.bt
4/
˚
Mct C.Mct/ ˇ
ˇ
H.bt
4/ D 2R
 
˘H.bt
4/˚t
22

(8.4)
are well deﬁned. Moreover, they do not depend upon the speciﬁc choice of
the mvf ct in the set indicated in formula (8.1). In order to keep the no-
tation relatively simple, an operator T that acts in the space of p  1 vvf’s
will be applied to p  p mvf’s with columns f1;:::;fp column by column:
TŒf1 fp D ŒTf1 Tfp.
Wedeﬁnethree setsofpp mvf’s b y
t
ij./,b u
t
ij./and b x
t
ij./bythefollowing
system of equations, in which 3.t/ and 4.t/ denote the exponential types of
bt
3./ and bt
4./, respectively,
et./ D eit and .R0f /./ D ff./ f.0/g= W
b y
t
11./ D i
 
˚t
11.R0e3.t/Ip/

./ ; b y
t
12./ D  i.R0bt
3/./;
b y
t
21./ D i
 
.˚t
22/.R0e 4.t/Ip/

./ ; b y
t
22./ D i.R0.bt
4/ 1/./;
(8.5)
THEOREM 8.1. In the setting of this section, there exists exactly one mvf At 2
E\U.Jp/ for each t 2 Œ0;d/ such that:
(1) C.At/ D C.bt
3;bt
4Ic/.
(2) fbt
3;bt
4g 2 apII.At/.
(3) At.0/ D Im.
The RK Kt
!./ of the RKHS H.At/ evaluated at ! D 0 is given by the formula
Kt
0./ D
1
2

b x
t
11./Cb x
t
21./ b x
t
12./Cb x
t
22./
b u
t
11./Cb u
t
21./ b u
t
12./Cb u
t
22./

; (8.6)
where:BITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 13
(1) The b u
t
ij./ are pp mvf’s such that the columns of b u
t
1j./ belong to H.bt
3/
and the columns of b u
t
2j./ belong to H.bt
4/. The b u
t
ij./ may be deﬁned as
the solutions of the systems of equations:
Y t
1b u
t
1j C˚t
12b u
t
2j D b y
t
1j./
.˚t
12/b u
t
1j CY t
2b u
t
2j D b y
t
2j./ ; j D 1;2 :
(8.7)
(2) The mvf’s b x
t
ij./ are deﬁned by the formulas
b x
t
1j./ D  .˚t
11/b u
t
1j ;
b x
t
2j./ D ˚t
22b u
t
2j ; j D 1;2 :
(8.8)
PROOF. This theorem is Theorem 4.2 of [Arov and Dym 2005a]. ˜
REMARK 8.2. In the one-sided cases when either bt
4./ D Ip or bt
3./ D Ip,
the formulas for recovering M.t/ are simpler:
If, for example, bt
4./ D Ip, then 4.t/ D 0 and H.bt
4/ D f0g and hence
equations (8.7) and (8.8) simplify to
Y t
1b u
t
1j D b y
t
1j./ and b x
t
1j D  .˚t
11/b u
t
1j for j D 1;2; (8.9)
and
b u
t
2j D 0 and b x
t
2j D 0 for j D 1;2:
THEOREM 8.3. Let fc./Ibt
3./;bt
4./, 0  t < dg be given where c 2 Cpp,
fbt
3./;bt
4./g, 0  t < d, is a normalized monotonic continuous chain of pairs
of entire inner pp mvf’s and let assumption (5.4) be in force. Then the unique
solution M.t/ of the inverse input impedance problem considered in Theorem
5.2 is given by the formula
M.t/ D 2Kt
0.0/
D
Z 3.t/
0

xt
11.a/ xt
12.a/
ut
11.a/ ut
12.a/

daC
Z 0
 4.t/

xt
21.a/ xt
22.a/
ut
21.a/ ut
22.a/

da (8.10)
and the corresponding matrizant may be deﬁned by the formula
At./ D Im C2iKt
0./Jp ; (8.11)
where Kt
0./ is speciﬁed by formula (8.6) and xt
ij.a/ and ut
ij.a/ designate the
inverse Fourier transforms of b x
t
ij./ and b u
t
ij./, respectively.
PROOF. Formula (8.11) follows from the deﬁnition of the RK Kt
0./DK
At
0 ./
and the fact that At.0/ D Im. Formula (8.10) follows from (5.3), (8.6) and
(8.11). ˜14 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
9. Spectral functions
The term spectral function is deﬁned in two different ways: The ﬁrst deﬁni-
tion is in terms of the generalized Fourier transform
.F2f /./ D Œ0 Ip
1
p

Z d
0
A.s;/dM.s/f.s/ (9.1)
based on the matrizant of the canonical system (5.1) applied initially to the set
of f 2 Lm
2 .dMsIŒ0;d// with compact support inside the interval Œ0;d/.
A nondecreasing p p mvf ./ on R is said to be a spectral function for
the system (5.1) if the Parseval equality
Z 1
 1
.F2f /./d./.F2f /./ D
Z d
0
f.t/dM.t/f.t/ (9.2)
holds for every f 2 Lm
2 .dMsIŒ0;d// with compact support. The notation
˙d
sf .M/ will be used to denote the set of spectral functions of a canonical
system of the form (5.1).
REMARK 9.1. The generalized Fourier transform introduced in formula (9.1) is
a special case of the transform
.FLf /./ D L 1
p

Z d
0
A.s;/dM.s/f.s/ (9.3)
that is based on a ﬁxed mp matrix L that meets the conditions LJpL D 0
and LLDIp. The mvf y.t;/DLAt./ is the unique solution of the system
(5.1) that satisﬁes the initial condition y.0;/DL. Spectral functions may be
deﬁned relative to the transform FL in just the same way that they were deﬁned
for the transform F2. Direct and inverse spectral problems for these spectral
functions are easily reduced to the corresponding problems based on F2.; see
Sections 4 and 5 of [Arov and Dym 2004] and Section 16 of [Arov and Dym
2005c] for additional discussion.
The second deﬁnition of spectral function is based on the Riesz–Herglotz rep-
resentation
c./ D i˛  iˇC
1
i
Z 1
 1

1
 
 

1C2

d./;  2 CC ; (9.4)
which deﬁnes a correspondence between p  p mvf’s c 2 Cpp and a set
f˛;ˇ;g, in which ./ is a nondecreasing pp mvf on R that is normalized
to be left continuous with .0/ D 0 and is subject to the constraint
Z 1
 1
d trace./
1C2 < 1; (9.5)BITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 15
and ˛ and ˇ are constant p p matrices such that ˛ D ˛ and ˇ  0.
The mvf ./ in the representation (9.4) will be referred to as the spectral
function of c./. Correspondingly, if F  Cpp, then
.F/sf D f W  is the spectral function of some c 2 Fg:
If A 2 UrsR.Jp/ and c./ D TAŒIp, then ˇ D 0 and ./ is absolutely con-
tinuous with 0./ D Rc./ a.e. on R; see Lemma 2.2 and the discussion
following Lemma 2.3 in [Arov and Dym 2005a]. Moreover, if A 2 UrsR.Jp/
and Spp D.TAV/, then for each  2.C.A//sf , there exists at least one pp
Hermitian matrix ˛ such that
c.˛/./ D i˛ C
1
i
Z 1
 1

1
 
 

1C2

d./ (9.6)
belongs to C.A/; see Theorem 2.14 in [Arov and Dym 2004].
We shall also make use of the following condition on the growth of the mvf
t
1./ D bt
4./bt
3./:
ka
1.rei C!/k   < 1 on the indicated ray r  0 in CC ; (9.7)
i.e., the inequality holds for some ﬁxed choice of  2 Œ0;, ! 2 CC, a 2 .0;d/
and all r  0. It is readily checked that if this inequality is in force for some
point a 2 .0;d/, then it holds for all t 2 Œa;d/.
REMARK 9.2. The condition (9.7) will be in force if
e a
t0
1 ./ 2 S
pp
in
for some choice of a > 0 and t0 2 .0;d/.
These observations leads to the following conclusion:
LEMMA 9.3. If the matrizant At./ of the canonical differential system (1.1)
with J D Jp satisﬁes the condition
C.At/\ ˚ Cpp ¤ ? for every t 2 Œ0;d/ (9.8)
and if condition (9.7) is in force for some a 2 Œ0;d/ when fbt
3;bt
4g 2 apII.At/
for t 2 Œ0;d/ and if c 2 C.Aa/, then ˇ D 0 in the representation (9.4).
In view of the fact that
A 2 UrsR.Jp/ ” C.A/\ ˚ Cpp ¤ ?; (9.9)
the conditions (5.4) and (9.8) are equivalent if C.At/ D C.bt
3;bt
4Ic/ for every
0 t < d. In particular, these conditions are satisﬁed if Cd
imp.M/\ ˚ Cpp ¤?.
They are also satisﬁed if there exists an mvf c 2Cd
imp.M/ of the form (7.1) with
 C > 0, by Theorem 5.2 in [Arov and Dym 2005a].16 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
Direct problems. Two direct problems for a given canonical system with mass
function M.t/ on the interval Œ0;d/ are to describe the set of input impedances
Cd
imp.M/ and the set ˙d
sf .M/ of spectral functions of the system.
THEOREM 9.4. Let At./ denote the matrizant of a canonical integral system
(5.1) and suppose that the two conditions (5.4) and (9.7) are met. Then
(1) ˙d
sf .M/ D .Cd
imp.M//sf .
(2) To each  2 ˙d
sf .M/ there exists exactly one mvf c./ 2 Cd
imp.M/ with
spectral function ./. Moreover, this mvf c./ is equal to one of the mvf’s
c.˛/./ deﬁned by formula (9.6) for some Hermitian matrix ˛.
(3) If d < 1 and traceM.t/ < ı < 1 for every t 2 Œ0;d/, equation (5.1)
and the matrizant At./ may be considered on the closed interval Œ0;d and
Cd
imp.M/ D C.Ad/.
PROOF. See Theorem 2.21 in [Arov and Dym 2004]. ˜
A spectral function  2 ˙d
sf .M/ of the canonical integral system (5.1) with
J D Jp is said to be orthogonal if the isometric operator that extends the gen-
eralized Fourier transform F2 deﬁned by formula (9.1) maps Lm
2 .dMI Œ0;d//
onto L
p
2.dI R/.
THEOREM 9.5. Let the canonical integral system (5.1) with mass function
M.t/ and matrizant At./ be considered on a ﬁnite closed interval Œ0;d (so
that traceM.d/ < 1) and let A./ D Ad./, B./ D A./V and E./ D p
2Œ0 IpB./. Suppose further that
(a) .C.A//sf D ˙d
sf .M/ and
(b) KE
!.!/ > 0 for at least one (and hence every) point ! 2 CC.
Then:
(1) Spp  D.TB/.
(2) The spectral function ./of the mvf c./DTBŒ" is an orthogonal spectral
function of the given canonical system if " is a constant pp unitary matrix.
PROOF. The ﬁrst assertion is equivalent to condition (b); see (3.1). The proof
of assertion (2) will be given elsewhere. ˜
10. The bitangential inverse spectral problem
In our formulation of the bitangential inverse spectral problem the given data
fIbt
3;bt
4; 0  t < dg is a p p nondecreasing mvf ./ on R that meets the
constraint (9.5) and a normalized monotonic continuous chain fbt
3;bt
4g, 0t <
d, of pairs of entire inner p  p mvf’s. An m  m mvf M.t/ on the intervalBITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 17
Œ0;d/ is said to be a solution of the bitangential inverse spectral problem with
data f./Ibt
3./;bt
4./; 0  t < dg if M.t/ is a continuous nondecreasing
mm mvf on the interval Œ0;d/ with M.0/ D 0 such that the matrizant At./
of the corresponding canonical integral system (5.1) meets the following three
conditions:
(i) ./ is a spectral function for this system, i.e.,  2 ˙d
sf .M/.
(ii) fbt
3;bt
4g 2 apII.At/ for every t 2 Œ0;d/.
(iii) At 2 UrsR.Jp/ for every t 2 Œ0;d/.
The constraint (ii) deﬁnes the class of canonical integral systems in which we
look for a solution of the inverse problem for the given spectral function ./.
Subsequently, the condition (iii) guarantees that in this class there is at most one
solution.
Thesolution ofthisproblemrestsonthepreceding analysisofthebitangential
inverse input impedance problem with data fc.˛/I bt
3;bt
4; 0  t < dg, where
c.˛/./ is given by formula (9.6).
THEOREM 10.1. If the data fIbt
3;bt
4; 0  t < dg for a bitangential inverse
spectral problem meets the conditions (9.5) and (9.7) and the mvf c./Dc.0/./
satisﬁes the constraint (5.4), the following conclusions hold:
(1) For each Hermitian matrix ˛ 2 Cpp, there exists exactly one solution
M .˛/.t/ of the bitangential inverse input spectral problem such that c.˛/./
is an input impedance for the corresponding canonical integral system (5.1)
with J D Jp based on the mass function M .˛/.t/.
(2) The solutions M .˛/.t/ are related to M .0/.t/ by the formula
M .˛/.t/ D

Ip i˛
0 Ip

M .0/.t/

Ip 0
 i˛ Ip

: (10.1)
The corresponding matrizants are related by the formula
A
.˛/
t ./ D

Ip i˛
0 Ip

A
.0/
t ./

Ip  i˛
0 Ip

: (10.2)
(3) If M.t/ is a solution of the bitangential inverse spectral problem, then
M.t/ D M .˛/.t/ for exactly one Hermitian matrix ˛ 2 Cpp.
(4) The solution M .0/.t/ and matrizant A
.0/
t ./ may be obtained from the for-
mulas for the solution of the bitangential inverse input impedance problem
with data fc.0/Ibt
3;bt
4;0  t < dg that are given in Theorem 8.3.
PROOF. See Theorem 2.20 in [Arov and Dym 2004]. ˜18 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
The condition (5.4) is clearly satisﬁed if c.0/ 2 ˚ Cpp. However, this condition
is far from necessary. If, for example, c.0/ is of the form (7.1) with  C >0,
then, as noted earlier, condition (5.4) holds ifC>0, even if detfRc./gD0
on some set of points  2 R.
EXAMPLE. If cı./ D Ip, i.e., if ./ D , then the unique solution of the
inverse input impedance problem based given data fbt
3;bt
4Icıg is
M .0/.t/ D V

m3.t/ 0
0 m4.t/

V;
where
m3.t/ D  i
@bt
3
@
jD0 and m4.t/ D  i
@bt
4
@
jD0 : (10.3)
Moreover, in this case
A
.0/
t ./ D V

bt
3./ 0
0 .bt
4/#./

V; B
.0/
t ./ D
1
p
2

 bt
3./ .bt
4/#./
bt
3./ .bt
4/#./

;
Et./DŒbt
3./ .bt
4/#./ and B.Et/DH.bt
3/˚H.bt
4/ as equivalent RKHS’s.
If kbs
4.!/bs
3.!/k < 1 for some ! 2 CC and s 2 .0;d/, then
C.A
.0/
t / D fTVŒbt
3"bt
4 W " 2 Sppg for t  s.
Although the choice cı./ D Ip in the preceding example is very special, the
exhibited one-to-one correspondence between monotonic normalized continu-
ous chains of pp entire inner mvf’s fbt
3./;bt
4./g and pairs fm3.t/;m4.t/g
of continuous nondecreasing p p mvf’s on the interval Œ0;d/ with m3.0/ D
m4.0/D0 exhibited in (10.3) is completely general. Moreover, the mvf’s bt
3./
and bt
4./ are the unique continuous solutions of the integral equations
bt
3./ D Ip Ci
Z t
0
bs
3./dm3.s/ and bt
4./ D Ip Ci
Z t
0
bs
4./dm4.s/;
respectively, for 0  t < d.
11. Differential systems with potential
The results referred to above have implications for differential systems of the
form
u0.t;/ D iu.t;/NJ Cu.t;/V.t/ ; 0  t < d ; (11.1)
with an mm signature matrix J, a constant mm matrix N such that
N  0 (11.2)BITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 19
and an mm matrix valued potential V.t/ such that
V 2 Lmm
1;loc.Œ0;d// and V.t/J CJV.t/ D 0 a.e. on Œ0;d/: (11.3)
It is readily checked that the matrizant Ut./DU.t;/, 0t <d, of this system
satisﬁes the identity
˚
Ut./JUt.!/ 0 D i. !/Ut./NUt.!/ for 0  t < d; (11.4)
and hence that
J  Ut./JUt.!/
!./
D
1
2
Z t
0
Us./NUs.!/ds for 0  t < d: (11.5)
This in turn leads easily to the conclusion that
Ut 2 U.J/ for every t 2 Œ0;d/: (11.6)
In particular, Ut.0/ is J-unitary and so invertible. Moreover, the mvf
Yt./ D Ut./Ut.0/ 1 for 0  t < d;
is the matrizant of the canonical differential system
y0.t;/ D iy.t;/H.t/J; 0  t < d; (11.7)
with Hamiltonian
H.t/ D Ut.0/NUt.0/; 0  t < d: (11.8)
THEOREM 11.1. If
NJ D JN ; (11.9)
then the matrizants Ut./ and Yt./ of the systems (11.1) and (11.7) are both
right strongly regular:
Ut 2 UrsR.J/ and Yt 2 UrsR.J/ for every t 2 Œ0;d/; (11.10)
and \
0t<d
C.Yt/ D
\
0t<d
C.Ut/:
PROOF. See Section 3 in [Arov and Dym 2005b]. ˜
In particular, the condition NJ D JN is met if N is a convex combination of
the orthogonal projections
PJ D
Im CJ
2
and QJ D
Im  J
2
;
or, even more generally, if N D N;ı, where
N;ı D PJ CıQJ with   0; ı  0 and  D  Cı > 0: (11.11)20 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
In [Arov and Dym 2004; 2005c; 2005b], the direct and inverse impedance spec-
tral problems are considered under the assumption that
rankPJ D rankQJ D p ;
i.e., that J is unitarily equivalent to Jp. If  Dı, then the system (11.1) is called
a Dirac system: if  D 0 or ı D 0, it is called a Krein system. In the sequel we
shall take J D Jp in order to simplify the exposition.
The generalized Fourier transform for the system (11.1) with J D Jp is de-
ﬁned by the formula
g4./ D Œ0 Ip
1
p

Z d
0
U.s;/Ng.s/ds (11.12)
for every g2Lm
2 .NdsIŒ0;d// with compact support in Œ0;d/. Correspondingly,
a nondecreasing p p mvf ./ on R for which the Parseval equality
Z 1
1
g4./d./g4./ D
Z d
0
g.s/Ng.s/ds (11.13)
holds for every g 2 Lm
2 .NdsIŒ0;d// with compact support in Œ0;d/ is called a
spectral function for the system (11.1), and the symbol ˙d
sf .V/ denotes the set
of spectral functions for this system. The generalized Fourier transform (9.1)
for the canonical system with H.t/ D U.t/NU.t/ for 0  t < d, is related to
the transform (11.12):
.F2f /./ D Œ0 Ip
1
p

Z d
0
U.s;/U.s;0/ 1H.s/f.s/ds (11.14)
D Œ0 Ip
1
p

Z d
0
U.s;/NU.s;0/f.s/ds (11.15)
for f 2 Lm
2 .H.s/dsIŒ0;d// with compact support in Œ0;d/.
The direct problem. The following results on the direct problem are estab-
lished in [Arov and Dym 2005b]:
THEOREM 11.2. Let At./DA.t;/, 0t <d, be the matrizant of the system
(11.1) with J D Jp and N D N;ı and assume that the potential V.t/ meets the
conditions in (11.3) and that V.t/ D V.t/ a.e. on the interval Œ0;d/. Then:
(1) At 2 UrsR.Jp/ for every t 2 Œ0;d/.
(2) fetIp;eıtIpg 2 apII.At/ for every t 2 Œ0;d/.
(3) The de Branges spaces B.Et/ based on Et./ D
p
2At./V are indepen-
dent of the potential V.t/ as linear topological spaces, i.e.,
B.Et/ D
Z t
 ıt
eish.s/ds W h 2 L
p
2.Œ ıt;t/
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as linear spaces and for each t 2Œ0;d/, there exist a pair of positive constants
k1 D k1.t/ and k2 D k2.t/ such that
k1kf kst  kf kB.Et/  k2kf kst
for every f 2 B.Et/.
(4) Spp  D.TAtV/ for every t 2 .0;d/.
(5) C.At/ D TAtVŒSpp for every t 2 .0;d/ and ˇ D 0 in the integral repre-
sentation (9.4) of every mvf c 2 C.At/, 0 < t < d.
(6) The set of input impedances Cd
imp.V/ D
T
0t<d C.At/ is not empty.
(7) ˙d
sf .V/ D .Cd
imp.V//sf and the integral representation (9.4) deﬁnes a one-
to-one correspondence between these two sets.
(8) If d < 1 and V 2 L1.Œ0;d/, then Cd
imp.V/ D C.Ad/.
(9) If d D 1, the set Cd
imp.V / contains exactly one mvf c./. (This is the Weyl
limit point case.) If also V 2 Lmm
1 .Œ0;1//, then this mvf c./ admits a
representation of the form (7.1) with c D Ip.
PROOF. A proof is supplied in [Arov and Dym 2005b]. ˜
REMARK 11.3. In the preceding theorem, the sets C.At/ depend only upon
the potential V.t/ and the positive number  D  Cı and not on the particular
choices   0 and ı  0. This follows from the fact that the mvf eiı0tUt./
is the matrizant of the system (11.1) with potential V.t/ that is independent of
ı0 and with N D . Cı0/PJ C.ı ı0/QJ for every number ı0 in the interval
   ı0  ı. Consequently, the sets Cd
imp.V/ and ˙d
sf .V/ depend only upon
the potential V.t/ and the number . Thus, any system of the form (11.1) with
N D N;ı may be reduced to a Dirac system as well as to a Krein system.
The inverse input impedance problem. The data for the inverse input imped-
ance problem for differential systems of the form (11.1) on an interval Œ0;d/ is
an mvf c 2 Cpp and the right hand endpoint d, 0<d 1, of the interval and
the problem is to ﬁnd a locally summable potential V.t/ of the prescribed form
on Œ0;d/ such that c 2 Cd
imp.V/, the class of input impedances of the system.
In the setting of Theorem 11.2, it is not necessary to specify a chain fbt
3;bt
4g,
0t <d, to solve this inverse problem, because, as noted in (2) of that theorem,
it is automatically prescribed by the choice N D N;ı.
THEOREM 11.4. Let an mvf c 2 Cpp, a number d, 0 < d < 1 and an mm
matrix N of the form (11.11) be given. Then:
(1) There exists at most one differential system of the form (11.1) with the given
N, J DJp, and potential V.t/DV.t/ a.e. on Œ0;d that meets the condition
(11.3) such that c 2 Cd
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(2) If c 2 Cpp admits a representation of the form
c./ D c C
Z 1
0
eithc.t/dt ; (11.16)
in which hc 2 L
pp
1 .Œ0;1// and hc.t/ is continuous on the interval Œ0;d
and if Rc is positive deﬁnite and  > 0, there exists exactly one locally
summable potential V.t/, 0  t  d, such that
V.t/ D V.t/ and V.t/Jp CJpV.t/ D 0
a.e. on the interval Œ0;d (11.17)
and c 2 Cd
imp.V/. Moreover, this potential V.t/ is continuous on the interval
Œ0;d and is of the form
V.t/ D V

0 a.t/
a.t/ 0

V for 0  t  d : (11.18)
(3) If  D 1 and c./ is given by formula (11.16) with c D Ip, then a.t/ D
t.t;0/, where t.a;b/ is the unique solution of the integral equation
t.a;b/ 
Z t
0
hc.a c/t.c;b/dc Dhc.a b/ for 0a;b t d : (11.19)
If d D 1, analogous conclusions hold on the open interval Œ0;1/, if c D Ip
in formula (11.16).
(The modiﬁcations needed for general c are discussed in Theorem 5.5 of [Arov
and Dym 2005a].)
PROOF. Assertion (1) follows from (1) and (2) of Theorem 11.2, Theorem 7.9
of [Arov and Dym 2003a] and the fact that the set Cd
imp.V/ for the system (11.1)
coincides with the set Cd
imp.H/ for the corresponding cannonical differential
system (11.7) with Hamiltonian (11.8). Assertion (2) follows from Theorem
5.13 of [Arov and Dym 2005a], Remark 11.3 and the connection between the
systems (11.1) and (11.7). ˜
If c 2 H
pp
1 \ Cd
imp.V/ and d D 1, then Cd
imp.V/ D fcg for every N of the
form (11.11) with  C ı > 0, i.e., the limit point case prevails for all such
 D  C ı. This follows from the formulas for the ranks of the left and right
semiradii of the Weyl balls that are given in formulas (4.3) and (4.4). In this
case, V 62 Lmm
1 .Œ0;1// if c does not admit a representation of the form (7.1).
Moreover, if  >0, the values of the input impedance c./ may be characterized
by the Weyl–Titchmarsh property:
Œ V Ut./V  2 Lmm
2 ”  D c./
for every point  2 CC.BITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 23
The inverse spectral problem. The data for the inverse spectral problem is a
pp nondecreasing mvf ./ on R that meets the condition (9.5). The special
form of N in (11.11) automatically insures that the matrizant will be strongly
regular and prescribes the associated pair of the matrizant in accordance with
(1) and (2) of Theorem 11.2. Moreover, for a ﬁxed pair of nonnegative numbers
  0;ı  0 with  D  Cı > 0, there is at most one mvf c 2 Cd
imp.V/ with the
spectral function in its Riesz–Herglotz representation (9.4) equal to the given
spectral function ./. This is established in Theorem 23.4 of [Arov and Dym
2005c] for the case  D ı. The case  ¤ ı may be reduced to the case  D ı
by invoking Remark 11.3. Thus, Theorem 11.4 yields exactly one solution for
the inverse spectral problem for a system of the form (11.1) with N D N;ı as
in (11.11).
12. Spectral problems for the Schr¨ odinger equation
The matrizant (or fundamental matrix) Ut./ D U.t;/, 0  t < d, of the
Schr¨ odinger equation
 u00.t;/Cu.t;/q.t/ D u.t;/; 0  t < d ; (12.1)
with a p p matrix valued potential q.t/ of the form
q.t/ D v0.t/Cv.t/2 for every t 2 Œ0;d/; (12.2)
where
v.t/ D v.t/ is locally absolutely continuous on the interval Œ0;d/; (12.3)
enjoys the following properties:
(1) Ut 2 U. Jp/ for every t 2 Œ0;d/.
(2) limsupr"1
lnmaxfkUt./k W jzj  rg
r1=2 D limsup# 1
lnkUt./k
jj1=2 D t :
In particular, Ut 62 UrsR. Jp/ and therefore, the results discussed in the pre-
ceding sections are not directly applicable. Nevertheless, it turns out that for
Schr¨ odinger equations with potential of the given form, the mvf At./ that is
deﬁned by the formulas
At./DLYt.2/L 1
 for 0t <d ; where L D

Ip 0
0 Ip

(12.4)
and
Y.t;/ D

Ip v.0/
0  iIp

U.t;/

Ip  iv.t/
0 iIp

for 0  t < d ; (12.5)24 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
is a solution of the Cauchy problem
A0
t./ D iAt./Jp CAt./V.t/; 0  t < d ;
and
A0./ D Im ;
with potential
V.t/ D

v.t/ 0
0  v.t/

; 0  t < d :
Thus, At./ is the matrizant of a differential system of the form (11.1), with
N D Im, J D Jp and a potential
V.t/ D V.t/
that meets the constraints (11.3). Therefore, by Theorem 11.2, At 2 UrsR.Jp/
for every t 2 Œ0;d/ and hence, Theorem 11.4 is applicable to At.
Let  .t;/ and '.t;/ be the unique solutions of equation (12.1) that meet
the initial conditions
 .0;/ D Ip ;  0.0;/ D 0; '.0;/ D 0 and '0.0;/ D Ip ;
respectively, and let
U.t;/ D

 .t;/  0.t;/
'.t;/ '0.t;/

(12.6)
be the matrizant (fundamental matrix) of equation (12.1).
A nondecreasing p  p mvf ./ on R is said to be a spectral function of
(12.1) with respect to the transform
g4./ D
1
p

Z d
0
'.s;/g.s/ds (12.7)
(of vvf’s g 2L
p
2.Œ0;d// with compact support in Œ0;d/), if the Parseval equality
Z 1
1
g4./d./g4./ D
Z d
0
g.s/g.s/ds (12.8)
holds for every g 2 L
p
2.Œ0;d// with compact support in Œ0;d/. The symbol
˙d
sf .q/ will be used to denote the set of all spectral functions of (12.1) with
respect to this transform.
Formulas (12.4) and (12.5) imply that
 iu21.s;/ D
a21.s;
p
/
p

D  i'.s;/BITANGENTIAL DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS 25
for s 2 Œ0;d/. This connection permits one to reduce the spectral problem for
the Schr¨ odinger equation (12.1) to a spectral problem for Dirac systems. This
strategy was initiated by M. G. Krein in [Kre˘ ın 1955].
de Branges spaces. Let
EA
t ./ D
p
2Œ0 IpAt./V
D Œa22.t;/ a21.t;/ a22.t;/Ca21.t;/
denote the de Branges matrix based on the matrizant At./ of equation that
was deﬁned by formulas (12.4) and (12.5). Then the corresponding de Branges
space
B.EA
t / D

1
p

Z t
0
Œa21.s;/ a22.s;/f.s/ds W f 2 Lm
2 .Œ0;t/for every t 2 Œ0;d/

with norm
hf 4;f 4iB.EA
t / D
Z 1
 1
f 4./A
t ./f 4./d;
where, upon writing f D colŒgh, with components g;h 2 L
p
2.Œ0;t/,
f 4./ D
1
p

Z t
0
Œa21.s;/ a22.s;/f.s/ds
D
1
p

Z t
0
a21.s;/g.s/Ca22.s;/h.s/ds
and
A
t ./ 1 D .a22.t;/Ca21.t;//.a22.t;/Ca21.t;//
D a22.t;/a22.t;/ Ca21.t;/a21.t;/ ;
since At 2 U.Jp/. Moreover, formula (12.5) implies that a21.t;/ is an odd
function of , whereas a22.t;/ is an even function of . Thus,
B.EA
t / D B.EA
t /odd ˚B.EA
t /ev ;
where
B.EA
t /odd D
Z t
0
a21.s;/g.s/ds W g 2 L
p
2.Œ0;t/

;
B.EA
t /ev D
Z t
0
a22.s;/g.s/ds W g 2 L
p
2.Œ0;t/

:
At the same time, Theorem 23.1 of [Arov and Dym 2005c] implies that26 DAMIR Z. AROV AND HARRY DYM
B.EA
t / D
Z t
 t
eisg.s/ds W g 2 L
p
2.Œ t;t/

and hence that
B.EA
t /odd D
Z t
0
sin.s/g.s/ds W g 2 L
p
2.Œ0;t/

;
B.EA
t /ev D
Z t
0
cos.s/g.s/ds W g 2 L
p
2.Œ0;t/

:
Thus, as
y21.s;/ D
a21.s;
p
/
p

D  i'.s;/;
we obtain the following conclusion:
THEOREM 12.1. If the potential q.t/ D v0.t/Cv2.t/ of the Schr¨ odinger equa-
tion (12.1) is subject to the constraints (12.3), the de Branges space B.EA
t /
equals
(
1
p

Z t
0
sin
p
s
p

g.s/ds W g 2 L
p
2.Œ0;t/ for every t 2 Œ0;d/
)
; (12.9)
as linear spaces and hence these spaces do not depend upon the potential.
In view of the indicated connection between Dirac systems and Schr¨ odinger
equations, Theorems 23.2 and 23.4 of [Arov and Dym 2005c] may be applied
to yield existence and uniqueness theorems for the inverse input impedance
problem and the inverse spectral problem for the latter when the potential is
of the form (12.2), as well as recipes for the solution. A detailed analysis will
be presented elsewhere.
REMARK 12.2. The identiﬁcation (12.9) for the scalar case p D1 was obtained
in [Remling 2002] under less restrictive assumptions on the potential q.t/ of the
Schr¨ odinger equation than are imposed here.
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